AND ITS MOMENTS

CHATEAU BERGER’s cosmetic range
is the fruit of three ladies’ labor, Laurence,
a mother, and her daughters Lilou and Marion.
Their complicity guarantees extraordinary
energy and complementarity.
Then they created their first perfume ‘L’Emotion’
a floral wood scented, delicate, irresistibly
feminine fragrance which met with great success.
Seven eaux de toilettes were born in its wake,
one for each letter in the word L’ E M OT I O N.
Each one is as modern and innovative
as the next and has an olfactory identity
evoking love, travel and souvenirs.

Wearing a perfume
A surge of sparkling notes of mandarin and ylang-ylang on a scent of roses, jasmine sambac
and a heart of patchouli giving way to a wood scented and musky sillage with infinitely
sensual and decidedly contemporary powdered overtones.
A fragrance that echoes progressively and subtly lingers on the skin, a true olfactory robe
which reveals femininity.
Classically elegant, sassy, sensual and terribly feminine.

MOMENTS OF EMOTION

Wood scented freshness.
A subtle perfume, mix of citrus fruit, exotic verbena, white cedar wood and silky musk.
A whirlwind of fresh fragrances which diffuses delicate, elusive, intangible scents followed by
a host of sensations and emotions. As fresh as it is airy, a dream we want to pursue. Floral,
ultra feminine and assertive.

E

for EXCITEMENT

Dreaming of the Orient.
It is a modern and daring oriental. Notes of jasmine sambac and patchouli blend with spicy
saffron, subtly associated with a musky note and a hint of vanilla.
This timeless fragrance leaves an unsettling and sensual olfactory impression. A tribute
to Oud.

EXCITEMENT

M

as in MASCULINE

Ozonic wood scented.
This incredibly manly perfume surges with power and elegance. It diffuses striking, almost
steel, freshness which gives way to ozonic middle notes before musky wood scented notes.
The deep sillage is enlightened with citrus fruit and the freshness of bergamot and lemon,
ending in exquisitely provoking spicy and silky masculine notes. Intense and distinguished.

MASCULINE

O

as in ORIGINAL

Floral magnetic wood scented.
Imagine a natural and irresistible young woman who is laughing and in a hurry, and who
portrays sensuality. As she walks by, she leaves an incredibly feminine and glamorous sillage.
The different sides of this floral wood scent will become a stunning bouquet of scents of
ylang-ylang and pink berries, complemented by harmonious rose and jasmine absolute, and
enlivened with white musks. This perfume gives an incredible allure to those who wear it.
The hint of tuberose melts on the skin and glorifies womanhood. Love at first sight, feminine,
sensual.

ORIGINAL

T

as in TROUBLING

Floral musk.
This floral musk starts with radiant notes of neroli and citrus fruit freshness and then becomes
more sophisticated with majestic tuberose and ylang-ylang notes, creating immense emotion.
The wood scented base notes underlined by Haiti vetiver wrap in white musks, guaranteeing
a deep and sensual sillage.
Exhilarating floral delicacy and refinement. Subtle and troubling. Quite a mystery.

TROUBLING

I

as in ICONIC

Floral solar.
It could be for him, it will be for her. It could be for her, it will be for him. An exquisite
floral solar sent which works and reassures with sparkling and glittering notes of neroli,
ylang-ylang and ginger with beaming freshness.
Then comes a surprising contrasting side with Tonka beans and sandalwood notes.
A mixed perfume, a scent of escape.

ICONIC

N

as in NATURAL

Lush floral.
Fresh and bubbly to reflect the personality of a young lady. Delicate floral, as soft as a
reassuring caress around juicy pear notes. In the middle notes, Turkish rose petals, the
scent of Indian jasmine and patchouli from Indonesia surge to give way, at the base, to the
transparency of white musk with a hint of sandalwood.
It is tender and loving just like a kiss on a first date. A lush and discreet note, with a hint
of mysterious sensitivity.
Girly and irresistibly feminine.

NATURAL

‘When I think about my childhood,
I recall scents of geraniums,
eucalyptus and brushwood
at my uncle Jacques’ house in Corsica.
He was incredibly knowledgeable about nature
and explained the magic of flowers to me.
He taught me how to appreciate
innocent scents, the smell of bark, of laundry
that has dried in the fields,
the smell of humid soil, the scent of hay
in the countryside, citrus fruit in the orchards,
blossoming peach trees, the shivers of the wind
on the beach, he made me dream and travel.’

Laurence

